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Available together for the first timeâ€”all three books in the #1Â New York TimesÂ bestselling

Divergent trilogy, plus the companion volume told from the perspective of the immensely popular

character Tobias. Perfect for established fans who want to own the full Divergent library or readers

new to the series, this ebook bundle includesÂ Divergent,Â Insurgent,Â Allegiant, andÂ Four: A

Divergent Collection.Divergent: One choice can transform you. Veronica Roth&#39;s #1Â New York

TimesÂ bestselling debut is a gripping dystopian tale of electrifying choices, powerful

consequences, unexpected romance, and a deeply flawed "perfect society."Insurgent: One choice

can destroy you. Veronica Roth&#39;s second #1Â New York TimesÂ bestseller continues the

dystopian thrill ride. As war surges in the factions all around her, Tris attempts to save those she

lovesâ€”and herselfâ€”while grappling with haunting questions of grief and forgiveness, identity and

loyalty, politics and love.Allegiant: The explosive conclusion to Veronica Roth&#39;s #1Â New York

TimesÂ bestselling Divergent trilogy reveals the secrets of the dystopian world that has captivated

millions of readers.Four: A Divergent Collection: A companion volume to the worldwide bestselling

Divergent series, told from the perspective of Tobias. The four pieces includedâ€”"The Transfer,"

"The Initiate," "The Son," and "The Traitor"â€”plus three additional exclusive scenes, give readers a

fascinating glimpse into the history and heart of Tobias, and set the stage for the epic saga of the

Divergent trilogy.
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This set includes the trilogy, along with the extra book titled, "Four". I actually recommend reading

Four first. It's the comets set. My 13 year old triplet boys started reading this series in school. They

couldn't stop talking about it, so I bought this series for them, and I even read it myself. It's very,

very good. The movie is pretty good too; although, the books are a lot more detailed. I highly

recommend this series. I would caution for younger readers as the two main characters have some

heated moments. Nothing that heavy, but on the line. I wouldn't want my 8 year old reading

something like that. I hope this review has been helpful for the parents out there. All in all.. Definitely

a great series! A Must Read!

Some spoilers ahead!I'm torn. There were some things I liked about this book, but it also felt kind of

anticlimactic. I was at least expecting a big epic battle to overthrow the whole system and

government, especially after being disappointed when there was no epic factionless uprising. I

mean, why aren't people more upset and generally PISSED OFF that their whole existence was

monitored, that their whole lives and society were basically fake? Instead they just accept it. Other

reviews mention several plot holes and factual errors concerning the genetics and I do agree with

osme of them. Roth definitively should have done some more research in this area. As a result,

there is a sort of unfinished and rushed feeling to the book.One thing I did enjoy though, was the

romance between Tris and Tobias. I was really rooting for them and so I was even more devastated

when Tris died (I kept fearing for Tobias to die) and they never got to explore their relationship

further in a (at least more) peaceful setting. Reading about Tobias' reaction and what followed was

just heartbreaking.That being said, to some extent I understand why she felt like she had to sacrifice

herself. At the core of herself, all Tris really wanted in life was to make her parents proud of her and

in the end she did. But it was also SO STUPID!!! There would have been plenty things she could

have done in honour of her parents were she alive! More even. And also: never ever EVER DROP

YOUR WEAPON IN THAT KIND OF SITUATION!! I mean, come on! Seriously!!Then again, I guess

it's more realistic and (this word comes difficultly, bitterly) better if the ending is not 100 % perfect



with everyone surviving, being happy and generally deciding that even though they endured

gut-wrenching, heartbreaking and mentally straining duress it was a good day all in all.As a whole: I

have mixed feelings.

I had never heard of these books and accidentally watched Insurgent the movie one day and

thought it was kind of weird and confusing. Later I learned that it was actually a trilogy and I had

watched the second one first and had no background/basis for any of the story. I am one who likes

the books 99.9% of the time so I decided to go ahead and buy this series so I could read it and I did

in 2 days (all 3 books plus the Four mini books).Divergent - Like many others, I really enjoyed this

book and loved the world that Roth created with all the character background. I feel like I need to go

into a ton of detail since I'm late to the party and a lot of people already have. I totally bought into

the romance between Tris and Tobias/Four (enigmatic, strong, but broken young man attempting to

be courageous and try to save others, including those who hurt him).Four - I really liked this

addition, it's probably my second favorite of the 4 'books'. Since I am a girl, I don't know how men

think inside their heads, but I really enjoyed the prequel and additional explanation of the world -

faction, initiation, why Eric and Four didn't get a long and their initiation class, etc.Insurgent - The

book was interesting, but I still liked Divergent best. It did hold my interest and I continued to read it

even though I did get annoyed with some of the characters. I liked learning that there were more

divergents and that there were brave people attempting to infiltrate the Erudites/rebel-Dauntless and

fight for 'freedom' or order in their world. Tris was a guilt-ridden teenager who kept it in instead of

talking about it with others which is what I would have done, but I supposed she has learned to be

more introverted from her upbringing.Allegiant - Honestly, I was not a huge fan. I thought it was a let

down experience after this world was created and built up only to have it be a complete fabrication

and something that could be 'reset'. It would have been cool for them to go outside the wall and had

the fringe people come back and fight with them or something of that sort, but just having this all

powerful government in the ORD airport was really weird. I just couldn't get into it. Also, knowing

there were other cities that weren't 'experiments' allowing them to just do these huge experiments

on thousands of people didn't sound plausible. Even though Four got all weird and kind of pathetic

in the middle of the book, I still hated him hurting so badly at the end. I did like that Roth added

some parts about love, that Tris realized she chose him and chose to love him no matter what and

they chose each other through the good and bad times. I did not understand why Tobias would ask

for Tris' opinion and then not even care what she said, but also, she should have worked on her

explanations and been more open with him also - perhaps I'm expecting too much of 2 teenagers



that have been traumatized and probably have PTSD.Overall, I just got them a week ago and I read

all of them in the first 2 days (hard to do working full time and having 2 babies but I hate not knowing

what happens... then after Allegiant I was like meh... I guess I kept hoping that it would get better

but then it was over and I felt kind of empty/unsatisfied with the ending/how their world was utterly

destroyed and made into something fictional even in it's own book. Since I finished I read Roth's

blog on why she ended it the way she did and I understand why she had Tris' part the way it was,

but I still think their world could have been built up more instead of suddenly becoming an

'experiment' and being confusing. I feel like it was like the Truman Show but nobody was flipping out

other than Four about it (and his lack of real divergence which was weird too) and if my whole world

was a hoax, I think I would have had needed some serious time to figure out how I felt about it

all.After I read other's reviews, watched the movies in order, I re-read Divergent and Four and I still

like them, but I would probably not read Allegiant again since it kind of ruins the whole experience

for me as it tears their whole world apart and doesn't really feel 'finished' when the book is over.

Something would have happened to the people running the experiment, they couldn't have been the

only ones who were concerned about pure/damaged genes since someone obviously was funding

the project. Confusing and inconclusive but I'll probably re-read Divergent and Four again... possibly

Insurgent but avoid Allegiant.I liked Allegiant the movie better than the book, Four still was manly

and determined to save everyone. I did like the Divergent book better than the movie. I can't really

decide which version of Insurgent I like better, but I felt like the movie was kind of confusing,

especially if you had no background from the first movie/had not read the books.They should

definitely make a Four movie though featuring Theo James, he was a great Four character.
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